We dove deep into the ocean last week and this week. We created a beautiful ocean mural with jellyfish, crabs, starfish, octopuses, seahorses, and shells. We have been working hard on our ocean dioramas: painting shoeboxes & treasure boxes, making ocean animals, and creating an amazing underwater scene. Do you know the differences between fish and ocean mammals, like whales & dolphins? Ask your Sun Bear! Beautiful ocean scenes became the focus of our journals. Miss Colleen taught how to play "Go Fish" which works on number recognition and taking turns. Since we had some rainy days, we have had extra time in the movement room and 4th classroom.

FOR MORE SUN BEAR PHOTOS AND VIDEOS, CHECK OUT: HTTPS://NURSERYSCHOOL.WUSTL.EDU/SUN-BEAR-PHOTOS/
Coming up...

3/22-26/21 - Spring Break
When we return from break, we will be learning about the human body!

Love, Colleen & Katie